The image is then rotated another 90 degrees and then the silica is removed digitally layer by layer from the upper surface to reveal the underlying chloroplasts. Figure S1 . Extracted phytoliths. The phytoliths were stained with PDMPO solution and 3D imaged by confocal microscopy. was measured for a phytoliths without visible chlorophyll around (green selection), for a stoma and several chloroplasts (blue selection) and for an area were no signal is visible (red selection) The PDMPO is mostly responsible for the 500 nm peak of emission, chlorophyll contributes only weekly to the 500nm peak.
Munk-Kulbeka model for leaf PL measurements
The model, explained in detail below, follows closely the work done by Simonot et. Al [1] .
In this one dimensional model light goes either in the forward or backward direction. Light can undergo backward scattering and switch its direction by 180 degrees (S) or absorption (K). Forward scattering is considered here as a portion of the transmitance. The profile of the excitation light is therefore calculated by the solving of the following set of ordinary differential equations:
Where, x is the direction perpendicular to the leaf surface. x = 0 is the upper epidermis layer and x = 1 is the lower epidermis layer. I A (J A ) is the forward (backward) advancing excitation light power flux. S and K are the scattering and absorption coefficients per one leaf thickness respectively taken from the experimental work done by Gausman and Allen [2] as 0.6 and 2.6 respectively.
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The absorption coefficient is corrected to account for the presence of the crystals in the leaf. Since the absorption is quite strong in both cases more than 90% of the absorbed light is localized in the top half of the leaf. 15% of the incoming light is transmitted through the "on druse" position while only ~2% through the "off druse" position. In both cases ~8% of the light is backscattered.
Using the solution for the excitation profile as the source for fluorescence within the leaf one can write equations for the fluorescence light intensities in the forward and backward directions: instead of x = 1. Figure S4 shows the profile of luminescence light within the leaf for "on druse" and "off druse"
positions divided into forward and backward intensities. Here we are mainly interested in the value of J E at x = 0 which is the PL photon flux directed towards our collection lens. The values in both positions differ by less than 5% supporting the claim that the difference in the PL intensity in our measurements is not due to different effective leaf chlorophyll thicknesses in the two positions.
We note that these values model the measured PL intensities already taking into account the excitation light profile. Meaning, it already considers the fact that a bigger fraction of excitation light is transmitted in the "on druse" position.
